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STAFF REPORT 

CITY OF LAKE OSWEGO 
PLANNING AND BUILDING SERVICES DEPARTMENT 

 

I. APPLICANT'S REQUEST 
 

The City of Lake Oswego is requesting text amendments to the Community Development 
Code (CDC) for the purpose of adding food cart pods as a permitted use within a limited 
area of the Industrial Park (IP) zone north of Willow Lane. Amended code sections are LOC 
50.10.003 Definitions, LOC 50.02.002 Use Table, LOC 50.03.003 Use-Specific Standards, LOC 
50.06.002 Parking, and LOC 50.07.003 Review Procedures. 
 
Ordinance 2720, which would enact these changes, is attached as Exhibit A-1. 

 
II. APPLICABLE REGULATIONS 
 

A. City of Lake Oswego Comprehensive Plan 
 

Land Use Planning Goal:  
   Development (Community Development Code) 
   Policy A-1.g  
 
   Design Standards and Guidelines 
   Policy C-1.b,c,d 
   Policy C-3   
    
   Land Use Administration 
   Policy D-1  

APPLICANT 

City of Lake Oswego  
 

FILE NO. 

LU 16-0027 

LOCATION 

Industrial Park Zone Additional Use Area (limited 
to north of Willow Lane) 

STAFF 

Sarah Selden, Senior Planner 

DATE OF REPORT 

October 14, 2016 

PLANNING COMMISSION HEARING DATE 

October 24, 2016 

 

EXHIBIT D-1 
LU 16-0027 
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Community Culture Goal: 
   Civic Engagement 
   Policy 1 
   Policy 2 
 
Inspiring Spaces and Places Goal: 

Goal 1 
Policy 1.b 
Policy 9 
 

Economic Vitality Goal: 
   Economic Development 
   Policy A-2 
   Policy A-3 
   Policy A-7.a 
    
   Employment Zones 
   Policy B-1 
   Policy B-3 
 
Connected Community Goal: 
   Livability 
   Policy F-6 

 
 C. City of Lake Oswego Community Development Code 
  

LOC 50.07.003.3.c.   Published Notice for Legislative Hearing 
LOC 50.07.003.16a   Legislative Decisions Defined 
LOC 50.07.003.16b   Criteria for Legislative Decision 
LOC 50.07.003.16c   Required Notice to DLCD 
LOC 50.07.003.16.d.iii  Planning Commission Recommendation Required 
LOC 50.07.003.16.e   City Council Review and Decision 
 
 

III. INTRODUCTION/BACKGROUND INFORMATION 
 
Southwest Employment Area Plan  

In June 2016, the City Council adopted the Southwest Employment Area (SWEA) Plan and 
Code amendments to address the light industrial and commercial areas at the southwest 
corner of Lake Oswego with the goal of supporting private investment, redevelopment, and 
job growth. 
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The SWEA Plan includes action items calling for several amendments to permitted uses in 
the industrial and commercial zones, with a key goal to increase employment densities in 
this area. One of the recommended amendments for the area north of Willow Lane is to 
allow food cart pods as an amenity within walking distance for area employees. This 
northern end of the district makes up approximately 18% of the Industrial Park (IP) zone, 
and allows additional retail and professional service uses not permitted south of Willow 
Lane. This IP Zone Additional Use Area was seen as being outside of the light industrial 
core, where employment-supporting uses would be appropriate. 
 
Food cart pods were recommended in the SWEA Plan to serve as an attractive amenity for 
SWEA businesses, providing quick dining options within walking distance for area 
employees. Food cart pods would also serve nearby residents, who identified a desire for 
additional eating and drinking establishments during the SWEA Plan process.  

 
The SWEA Plan provides the following direction for implementing this new use: 

“Allow food cart pods, subject to specific standards to be adopted concurrent with 
amendments to the Use Table. Use-specific standards should be designed to 
achieve high-quality design for the cart pods. They would include standards such as 
parking requirements; number, spacing and design of carts; seating areas; exterior 
lighting, landscaping and surface treatment; permanent structures; sanitation 
facilities; OLCC sales or prohibitions; and hours of operation. This would be a new 
permitted use in the city.” 
 

The City began implementing changes to permitted uses in the SWEA as part of the 
citywide Commercial Code Streamlining project (LU 15-0035). These amendments simplify 
and modernize the City’s use regulations and are scheduled for City Council adoption on 
October 18, 2016. Amendments to permit food cart pods in the SWEA are the next set of 
code amendments to implement the SWEA Plan.  

 
Proposal Development and Public Involvement 

In April 2016, the Planning Commission considered a first draft of code amendments for 
food cart pods during its review of citywide use-related amendments (Commercial Code 
Streamlining). In July, the Commission and City Council followed-up with a discussion about 
whether the code amendments should be limited to food cart pods only, or whether 
individual food carts on private property should also be permitted in the IP zone. The 
Council directed the Commission to limit the code amendments to pods only, consistent 
with the direction in the SWEA Plan. 
 
A public review draft of the food cart pod code amendments was published on September 
1, with a two week comment period. The draft was publicized through the City’s Planning 
e-News Subscription lists; to the Lake Oswego Chamber and Lake Grove Business 
Association; neighborhood association chairs; and through a mailing to businesses, 
residents and property owners in the IP Zone Additional Use Area and within 300 ft. of this 
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area. The draft was also shared with staff from Clackamas County Environmental Health, 
which regulates cart pods from a public health and food safety perspective, and from the 
Beaverton Planning Department, both of whom had been consulted in drafting the 
standards. Happy Valley staff have also been consulted throughout the draft code 
amendment process. 
 
The Planning Commission held a third work session on September 26. The purpose of the 
work session was to review comments received on the public review draft from six 
individuals, and recommend to staff any revisions that should be included in the public 
hearing draft version of the proposal.  
 
Some components of the public review draft code included options for consideration by 
the public and Commission. The Planning Commission work session provided an 
opportunity to discuss these options and develop a refined proposal for public hearing. 
 

IV. MAJOR COMPONENTS OF PROPOSED AMENDMENTS 
 
The food cart pod proposal includes amendments to five sections of the Community 
Development Code (Code). Each section is summarized below with references to page 
numbers in Attachment B.  
 
Definitions (LOC 50.10.003) (Attachment B, page 1) 

Unlike food and beverage service in a building, which the Community Development Code 
allows under several commercial use categories (e.g., restaurant, specialty food store, etc.), 
outdoor food carts and food cart pods are not currently permitted in Lake Oswego. 
Definitions for each are proposed to be added to the Code. 
 
A ‘food cart,’ for the purpose of the proposed standards, is defined as “A mobile unit, such 
as a trailer, truck, or cart, designed and used for the concession of food and/or beverages 
to walk-up customers…’ To be considered a vehicle and not a structure, which is subject to 
building codes, food carts must keep their wheels and axles on. Food trailers are typically 
towed to a destination and stationed in a permanent or semi-permanent location, either 
alone or in a cart pod (description below). Food carts are not currently permitted in Lake 
Oswego other than as a temporary use. 
 
A ‘food cart pod’, for the purpose of the proposed standards, is defined as “A site 
containing more than one food cart on private property. Cart pods may include permanent 
structures providing covered or enclosed seating…” Food cart pods may range in size and 
level of development, from small temporary clusters on vacant lots or portions of parking 
lots, to larger and more formal groups of carts/trucks with more permanent facilities. 
Amenities associated with food carts may include covered or enclosed seating areas and 
restrooms. Where a permanent structure is provided for seating areas, the structure may 
also include non-food cart vendors as a supporting use to the cart pod as long as they do 
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not make up more than half of all vendors. The definition provides for the inclusion of 
these vendors.  
 
The definition of a cart pod was discussed by the Commission at its April and September 
work sessions, focusing on the type of food, beverage or other goods and services vendors 
that would be permitted in a food cart pod. Please see the discussion of Food Cart Pod 
Uses on page 6 of this report. 
 
Commercial, Mixed Use, Industrial and Special Purpose Districts Use Table  
(LOC Table 50.03.002-2) (Attachment B, page 1) 

The proposed use table amendments would add ‘Food cart pod’ to the list of permitted 
Commercial Uses, with the use-specific standards referenced in the table. The use table 
also includes a set of table endnotes, which call out additional use allowances or limitations 
for the zone. The Industrial Park (IP) column in the use table references endnote [5], which 
lists the additional land uses allowed north of Willow Lane in the IP Zone Additional Use 
Area. This note is updated to add ‘Food cart pod’ as an additional use in that area. 
 
 
Use-Specific Standards (LOC 50.03.003)  
The proposed use-specific standards for food cart pods are intended to regulate the 
impacts  of this outdoor use with somewhat transient components, where food carts are 
technically considered ‘vehicles’ and are exempt from requirements for ‘buildings’ or 
‘structures.’  
 
The use-specific development standards regulate site design, landscaping and screening, 
and individual cart standards.  
 
Location of Use 
The proposed food cart pod use is limited to the IP Zone Additional Use Area north of 
Willow Lane, depicted on Figure 50.05.003-B of the Use Specific Standards. Staff proposes 
further limiting the use to no closer than 100 ft. from any residential zone, in order to avoid 
the potential noise and light impacts on residential uses. This responds to concerns raised 
in public comment at the September 26 Planning Commission work session, and would 
prevent food cart pods from locating on parcels adjacent to the Bryant neighborhood, 
which is situated east of Pilkington Road. The map below is included for illustration 
purposes, and shows the 100 ft. buffer area in blue hatch marks; food cart pods would be 
limited to parcels in the IP Zone Additional Use Area that fall completely outside the buffer. 
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Relationship to Other Standards (See Attachment B, page 3) 
The geographic area proposed to allow food cart pods is within the Southwest Overlay 
District. This overlay district was adopted in June 2016 to help implement the Southwest 
Employment Area Plan though a set of building and site design standards. Food cart pods, 
including any permanent structure and the food carts, would be required to comply with 
setbacks, lot coverage, FAR, building height, and standards for parking and loading areas.  
 
Food cart pods would be exempt from some of the standards in the overlay district that are 
intended for traditional commercial and industrial buildings. While fully enclosed 
structures would need to comply with building design standards intended to create a 
visually appealing exterior, standards that relate to building placement and width would 
not apply because enclosed structures are not required, and would not be the 
predominant use on the site. Food carts and non-enclosed covered seating areas are not 
considered “buildings” and would be exempt from the standards related to building design. 
 
Food Cart Pod Uses (See Attachment B, page 3) 
The proposed definitions for ‘food cart’ and ‘food cart pod’ define the use to include only 
food and beverage sales. The use-specific standards provide additional clarification on the 
uses permitted in a cart pod, addressing alcoholic beverage vendors which was raised for 
discussion with earlier drafts of the food cart pod standards. 
 
The current trend, particularly for pods with covered seating areas and numerous carts, is 
to have a vendor that serves beer, cider, and/or wine as their sole product. While bars are 
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not an allowed use in the Industrial Park zone, the sale of alcoholic beverages is allowed as 
part of a restaurant use, which is permitted in the zone.  
 

The Oregon Liquor Control Commission adopted rules in 2014 for ‘Licensing Outdoor Areas 
Not Abutting a Licensed Building’ (OAR 845-005-0329) that regulate liquor licenses at food 
cart pods. These rules limit the number of liquor licenses to one per site, and require that 
minors be allowed, among other requirements. A ‘Full On-Premises’ sales license permits 
the sale of distilled spirits/cocktails and would require an indoor building with dining area, 
among other requirements. While multiple vendors may be part of the same liquor license, 
this proposal limits the sale of alcohol to one vendor to help ensure the use doesn’t 
become more of a ‘bar’ than ‘restaurant.’  
 
The public review draft outlined two options for the type of permitted vendors: 
food/beverage only; or food/beverage, and farm stands. The Commission directed staff to 
limit the type of vendors to those which would be supporting of a food cart pod or 
employment area. Accessory uses are allowed in all zones, and could provide limited 
opportunity for uses that are secondary and subordinate to a food cart pod, and frequently 
found in connection with that use. Staff recommends limiting accessory uses to the sale of 
flowers and fresh produce (such as a farm stand), and entertainment-type activities that do 
not include permanent entertainment facilities such as a stage, concert seating, etc. Under 
the off-street parking space requirements in Table 50.06.002-3, farm stands as accessory 
uses do not require any additional parking. In a food cart pods, however, an accessory farm 
stand vendor would vary little from already small food cart pods. For this reason, staff 
recommends including flower and fresh produce vendors in the food cart pod parking 
calculations. 

 
Site Design (See Attachment B, page 4) 
Site design standards are intended to address features unique to the food cart pod use, 
which has service windows and/or doors for multiple businesses in close proximity to one 
another, and large areas of unenclosed commercial activity. Cart separation and setback 
requirements provide for fire safety (5 ft. separation recommended by the Fire Marshal), 
safe access and maneuvering on the site, and management of refuse. Cart separation also 
allows employees to safely enter and exit the cart from the side door (see more under Fire 
Protection, page 13 of report) and hard surfacing is important for ADA access and 
sanitation. Use-specific lighting standards require the cart area to be illuminated during 
hours of darkness, and lights to be shielded to avoid glare onto abutting properties and 
rights of way. Similar site design standards are required by Happy Valley, Beaverton and 
Gresham in order to provide a safe, clean and functional outdoor space. 

 
Covered Seating Areas (See Attachment B, page 4) 
The more permanent and ‘developed’ food cart pods in the metro area feature a 
permanent structure to provide customers with shelter from the rain or sun. These 
permanent structures range from open air pavilions to fully enclosed buildings that 
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encompass vendor space and seating. The structures also serve to anchor the site visually, 
provide a focal point for activity (meeting place, location for restrooms, etc.), and provide a 
year-round use. For these reasons, it is recommended that larger pods (five or more carts) 
provide such a structure.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Landscaping and Screening (See Attachment B, page 4) 

Standards are proposed in addition to the general landscaping, screening, and buffering 
standards in LOC 50.06.004, which require screening public or private utility and storage 
areas and parking lots, and as a separation between dissimilar uses. A minimum of 15% of 
gross site area is required by the general Open Space standard in landscaping and/or open 
space visible from off site, which may include courtyards, planters, raised beds, espaliers, 
etc. Street trees at the proper spacing for the species are also required. While “courtyards” 
are allowed toward the general 15% landscaping standard, food cart pod landscaping 
standard #3 precludes the inclusion of outdoor seating areas as “courtyard” for the 
purpose of meeting the 15%. 
 
Additional landscaping and screening standards address the backs of carts when lined up 
along a street or sidewalk with service areas oriented toward the interior of the lot. The 
standards ensure that the back sides of carts are screened to create an aesthetically 
pleasing streetscape while providing for required access into the pod from the street. 
Screening standards also require that equipment and supplies be stored out of view to 
minimize clutter on the site. 
 
The City’s fence code (LOC 50.06.004.2) would apply in addition to the use-specific fence 
requirements for food cart pods. Fences, walls, and retaining walls are limited to eight ft. in 
height, and the code requires that a fence, wall, or retaining wall over six ft. in height be 
screened by an evergreen hedge 

 
 

Above: Example of covered, non-enclosed seating area 
Right: Example of enclosed seating area 
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Food Cart Standards (See Attachment B, page 5) 
The standards for individual foot carts are similar to those adopted by Happy Valley, 
Beaverton and Gresham, and are intended to ensure that the carts are safe, tidy, in good 
repair and have minimal clutter. 
 
The public review draft included a requirement for food carts to connect to City sewer, 
water and power, and for utilities to be located underground. Beaverton Planning staff 
commented on significant feedback they received that requirements for these utility 
connections were too costly particularly for waste water removal. In some cities, utility 
hookups are not required, however carts must demonstrate a system for safe greywater 
removal, such contracting with a company that delivers and removes wastewater. The staff 
recommendation based on input from the City Engineer is to require permanent water, 
wastewater and power hookups for food cart pods to help create a clean and attractive 
development. These connections will also help to prevent illicit discharge into the 
stormwater system, which can be a problem when wastewater hookups are not provided, 
particularly for grease, fats and oils. On-site utilities are subject to the state plumbing and 
electrical codes, which are referenced in the use-specific standards.  

 
Minimum Off-Street parking Space Requirements (LOC Table 50.05.002-3)  
(See Attachment B, page 7) 

Since a Food Cart Pod is a new use, a parking standard must be defined in the Code. Each 
food cart will have one or more employees, plus customers, who may come and go by car, 
bus, bike or foot. Ultimately the customer-capacity of a food cart pod is a function of site 
area (number of carts), turnover (how long customers stay), parking supply, and 
transportation options in the surrounding area. So, determining the appropriate parking 
standard is both a technical issue and a policy choice. Initial feedback from members of the 
Planning Commission and Development Review Commission was that something in 
between Specialty Food Store requirement and Eating and Drinking Establishment 
requirement probably made sense.  

 
Most food cart pods in the Portland area are located in dense urban areas where no off-
street parking is required, and where property owners are seeking an interim use for an 
underutilized or constrained parcel. The establishment of specific standards for food cart 
pods is relatively new, and there is minimal precedent for existing food cart pods where 
off-street parking was required.  Food cart pods reply upon siting multiple vendors in close 
proximity to provide one destination with a variety of food options for customers; the 
number of carts on the site impacts both the appeal of the pod as a dining destination and 
the financial viability of the use. Cart pods also typically rely upon a concentration of 
employees, residents, or commercial uses that support pedestrian travel to the cart pod; 
one of the appeals is the ability to walk directly up to a food cart window, and get a quick 
meal to go that is not ‘fast food.’  
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Based on a review of the Lake Oswego parking requirements for restaurant-type uses, and 
the parking requirements for food cart pods in other suburban locations, the public review 
draft outlined two approaches for establishing minimum off-street parking requirements 
for food cart pods. One approach was to establish minimums based on a gross floor area 
measurement for the site; the other was to require a certain number of spaces per vendor.  
The merits of each proposal were discussed at the September 26 work session, however 
there was not a consensus on the preferred methodology or minimum requirements. 
 
The proposed parking requirement strives to reflect the unique customer patterns for food 
cart pods along with the land use conditions of the Industrial Park area north of Willow 
Lane. One consideration is the concentration of employees in proximity of the proposed 
cart pod area; this is tied to the intent of the new use to allow dining options within 
walking or biking distance of area employees. Two nearby businesses submitted comments 
in response to the public review and support was noted for a walkable dining destination in 
the area. 
 
As of 2013, when a district assessment was conducted for the Southwest Employment Area 
(SWEA) Plan, the overall SWEA was home to approximately 1,800 employees. This includes 
one of the city’s largest private firms, which employs approximately 500 people and is 
located approximately one-quarter to one-third of a mile from the area where food carts 
would be allowed.  
 
Amendments to LOC Table 50.06.002-3 Parking, are included in this attachment on page 7. 
The proposed minimum off-street parking requirement is 8.0 parking spaces per 1,000 sq. 
ft. gross floor area (G.F.A.). This parking ratio falls between Lake Oswego’s parking 
requirement for ‘Specialty food stores, such as coffee, bagels, juice bars (take-out 
food/drink primarily)’ which requires 6.6 spaces per 1,000 sq. ft. G.F.A., and the 
requirement for an ‘Eating or drinking establishment’ which requires 13.3 spaces per 1,000 
sq. ft. G.F.A. 
 
A methodology for calculating the G.F.A. for food cart pods is also included in the parking 
table; it includes the total square footage of covered or enclosed seating areas, plus the 
square footage of all food carts. The covered seating area is included as comparable to 
typical indoor specialty food or restaurant uses, providing year-round seating opportunities 
(more likely with a fully enclosed structure, but still possible with covered areas using heat 
lamps). Including the square footage of food carts accounts for employee parking. 
 
Food Cart Pod Comparables 
Two food cart pods have been looked at as the most comparable to Lake Oswego’s IP Zone 
Additional Use Area: Happy Valley Station (145th and Sunnyside Road) and the Portland 
Mercado (SE 72nd and Foster Road). Both are similar to the proposal for food carts in Lake 
Oswego due to their inclusion of covered and enclosed seating areas and off-street parking.  
The location of the Happy Valley Station food cart pod is on a Major Arterial at the edge of 
Happy Valley’s city limits. Nearby land uses are primarily residential, with a fair amount of 
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apartments in addition to medium- and low-density single-family. Non-residential uses 
within a quarter mile include a variety of smaller office/employment uses (dental 
clinics/offices, fitness, etc.), auto-oriented strip retail and restaurant uses, a library and a 
church. Sunnyside Rd. is served by TriMet bus line 155, connecting Happy Valley to 
Clackamas Town Center. 
 
The Happy Valley Station pod has on-site parking spaces and approximately 15 immediately 
abutting on-street spaces. The on-site parking requirement for this  pod was based on a 
calculation of 200 sq. ft. G.F.A. per cart (which adds 56 sq. ft. per cart to account for shared 
seating areas) and application of their ‘Restaurant without drive through’ requirement of 
11 spaces/1,000 sq. ft. G.F.A. (since raised to 11.5 per 1,000 sq. ft.). This food cart pod has 
26 carts and a 3,800 sq. ft. permanent structure that provides indoor seating for 240 
people. If the proposed methodology for food cart pods in Lake Oswego had been applied 
to Happy Valley Station, it would have resulted in 60 required parking spaces, three more 
than were required with the development of Happy Valley Station.  

 
The Portland Mercado was developed on a site formerly occupied by a bank and used car 
lot in at SE 72nd and Foster Road in southeast Portland. Land uses near the Mercado are 
primarily small retail and restaurant uses along SE Foster Rd., with single-family and some 
multi-family housing adjacent to the commercial area. The Portland Development 
Commission owns the site, which is leased to the Mercado. There are nine food carts with a 
covered seating area, and a fully enclosed building with seven anchor businesses including 
a food market, juice bar, butcher, candy & party supply shop, coffee roaster/coffee shop, 
beer and wine bar, and licensed rentable commissary kitchen. 
 
There are 15 on-site parking spaces, approximately five abutting on-street spaces, and a 
remote parking lot of approximately 60 spaces across 72nd Avenue that currently serves as 
overflow parking and special event space until future redevelopment of the lot (also owned 
by PDC and leased to the Mercado). A TriMet bus stop is located immediately in front of 
the Mercado on SE Foster Road, connecting downtown Portland to Lents Town Center. Off-
street parking is required in the General Commercial zone, however the specific 
requirement for multiple building uses is not known.  
 
Lake Oswego’s Industrial Park zone is unique to both of these examples due to the 
concentration of employees within walking distance of the area. This is anticipated to 
customers arriving on foot compared to driving. While it is likely that a percentage of food 
cart business in the SWEA would be from pass-by traffic and employees and residents from 
outside the immediate area, 1,800 employees work within walking distance of the subject 
area; if only 10% of those employees patronize the food carts daily, that is 180 customer 
visits or 360 trips that can be made without a car or by carpooling.  
 

The City of Beaverton also has food cart pod standards, though has yet to have a food cart 
pod developed. In an effort to attract a food cart pod, the City has received input on their 
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requirements, and their parking requirements were not raised as a barrier. Their parking 
requirement is one space/cart; additional parking is not required for covered seating areas. 
This requirement equated to a calculation of 100 sq. ft. G.F.A per food cart, comparable to 
their restaurant parking requirement of 10 spaces per 1,000 sq. ft. G.F.A. 
 
Review Procedures (LOC 50.07.003) (See Attachment B, page 9) 
The Community Development Code assigns one of three review classifications to 
development types that are subject to the code: Ministerial, Minor, and Major 
development classifications. A food cart pod does not fall within any of the existing 
development types listed in the code, and must be added to the list. The proposed 
amendments apply a Minor Development classification to new food cart pods. This 
classification is consistent with new commercial development, and provides for a pre-
application conference, public notice and opportunity for comment, and opportunity for a 
local appeal. Planning Department practice is to refer all applications for new commercial 
development to the Development Review Commission (DRC) for a public hearing. This 
provides a more public decision-making process for significant development projects, such 
as a new food cart use in Lake Oswego. This approach is proposed based on feedback 
received from the Planning Commission and Development Review Commission at their 
April 25, 2016 work session  
 
This procedure is also consistent with other jurisdictions that have adopted specific 
development standards for food cart pods. In Happy Valley, cart pods with up to 4 carts 
and/or new accessory structures are reviewed under a Type II Administrative procedure 
(pre-application conference, public notice, opportunity to comment, staff decision). 
Beaverton has the same procedure for new cart pods.  In Happy Valley, a pod with 5 or 
more carts and/or improvements or new structures not otherwise permitted, is reviewed 
under a Type III quasi-judicial design review procedure, which has a public hearing. 
 
 

V.  OTHER KEY ISSUES 
 
Public Health Regulations 
All mobile food units in Oregon must follow the same rules for food safety according to 
Oregon State Law. These are found in the Food Sanitation Rule, OAR 333-150-0000, and 
administered by the local county health department. A Mobile Food Unit Operations 
Guide, published by the Oregon Health Authority, provides a summary of rules for all 
mobile food units (food carts): 
http://public.health.oregon.gov/HealthyEnvironments/FoodSafety/Documents/muguide.pdf 
 
In Lake Oswego, these mobile food units are regulated by Clackamas County Environmental 
Health, which also regulates restaurants. All food carts must obtain a license, renewed 
annually. As part of the County licensing process, a detailed plan review process is 
required, which includes submittal of scaled plans of the unit (food cart); list of equipment; 
agreement for use of a commissary (for all preparation and storage of food items, and 

http://public.health.oregon.gov/HealthyEnvironments/FoodSafety/Documents/muguide.pdf
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dishwashing facilities as needed); menu and food preparation methods; plans for handling 
fresh water, wastewater, power, and garbage; and provisions for washing facilities, 
restrooms and cleaning of the unit. 

 
Fire Protection 
The proposed Food Cart Pod Standards call for cart pods to comply with all applicable City 
codes and regulations, including LOC 15 Fire Prevention, which incorporates by reference 
the Oregon Fire Code, with a specific standards included where modifications or additional 
requirements are needed beyond the State Fire Code.  
 
Currently the Oregon Fire Code does not include requirements for food carts/trucks. It 
references standards from the National Fire Protection Association (NFPA), which are in the 
process of being updated to add standards for food carts/trucks. Under consideration is a 
requirement for Type I hood suppression systems, which detect and extinguish cooking 
fires, and are required in buildings for restaurant cooking facilities that produce grease 
vapors. The NFPA updates are anticipated for adoption in 2017, which then would be 
referenced in the adoption of the next Oregon Fire Code in 2019.  
 
Lake Oswego Fire Marshal, Gert Zoutendijk, conferred with the Portland Fire Marshal 
regarding their experience with regulating food carts/trucks. Portland’s Fire Marshal 
recommended that carts be spaced at least 5 ft. apart to ensure that people inside the cart 
can safely exit the side door in the event of a fire. The proposed standards for Lake Oswego 
include this spacing requirement in LOC 50.03.003.k.iii(1). Portland also has requirements 
for propane use, and the type and location of fire extinguishers. Type I fire suppression 
hoods are recommended, but not required. When provided, they are required to be 
serviced every 6 months. 
 
Lake Oswego’s Fire Marshal will consult with vendors and the food cart operator starting 
early in the process to ensure that all fire code requirements are met and fire hazards 
minimized. Safety precautions will be discussed with each vendor and property 
management including locations of fire extinguishers and enforced during the Fire 
Marshal’s inspection.  

 
 

V.  NOTICE OF APPLICATION 
 
A.  Newspaper Notice 

   
On October 13, 2016, public notice of the proposed CDC text amendments and 
Planning Commission public hearing was published in the Lake Oswego Review. 
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C. DLCD Notice 
 

Pursuant to LOC 50.07.003.16.c and ORS 197.610, staff provided notice of the 
proposed CDC text amendments to the Oregon Department of Land Conservation 
and Development (DLCD). 

 
D. Metro Notice 
 
 Pursuant to Metro Code 3.07.810 and .820, staff provided notice of the proposed 

CDC text amendments to Metro not less than 35 days prior to the hearing date. 
 

V. COMPLIANCE WITH APPROVAL CRITERIA 
 

Legislative amendments to the CDC shall comply with the following criteria: 
 

A. Any Applicable State Law 
 

Transportation Planning Rule (OAR 660.012)  
The City of Lake Oswego is required to comply with the State’s Transportation 
Planning Rule (TPR)(OAR 660-012). The purpose of the Transportation Planning 
Rule is to provide and encourage a safe, convenient and economic transportation 
system; to coordinate a land use and transportation system that supports a 
pattern of travel and land use in urban areas that will avoid air pollution, and 
traffic and livability problems; ensure a mix of transportation facilities and services 
to ensure economic, sustainable and environmentally sound and accessibility for 
all Oregonians; and to ensure coordination among levels of government and transit 
providers.  
 
If an amendment to a functional plan, an acknowledged comprehensive plan, or 
a land use regulation (including a zoning map) would significantly affect an 
existing or planned transportation facility, then the local government must put in 
place measures as provided in section (2) of this rule, unless the amendment is 
allowed under section (3), (9) or (10) of this rule. A plan or land use regulation 
amendment significantly affects a transportation facility if it would: 

(a)  Change the functional classification of an existing or planned transportation 
facility (exclusive of correction of map errors in an adopted plan);  

 Response: No changes to the functional classification of an existing or 
planned transportation facility are proposed. 
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(b)  Change standards implementing a functional classification system; or  

Response: No changes to standards implementing a functional classification 
of an existing or planned transportation facility are proposed. 

(c)  Result in any of the effects listed in paragraphs (A) through (C), below, based 
on projected conditions measured at the end of the planning period 
identified in the adopted TSP. As part of evaluating projected conditions, the 
amount of traffic projected to be generated within the area of the 
amendment may be reduced if the amendment includes an enforceable, 
ongoing requirement that would demonstrably limit traffic generation, 
including, but not limited to, transportation demand management. This 
reduction may diminish or completely eliminate the significant effect of the 
amendment.  

(A) Types or levels of travel or access that are inconsistent with the functional 
classification of an existing or planned transportation facility;  

(B) Degrade the performance of an existing or planned transportation facility 
such that it would not meet the performance standards identified in the TSP 
or comprehensive plan; or  

(C) Degrade the performance of an existing or planned transportation facility 
that is otherwise projected to not meet the performance standards identified 
in the TSP or comprehensive plan.  

Response: The properties where food cart pods would be allowed are served 
by Boones Ferry Rd., a major arterial street, Pilkington Road, a major 
collector, and Willow Ln. and Rosewood Street, local streets in the Industrial 
Park zone.  

Food cart pods are a relatively new land use that has yet been adopted into 
the ITE Trip Generation Manual 9th Edition.  Individual jurisdictions and food 
cart pod developers have begun to study food carts around the region that 
are location outside of the downtown Portland core, to gather such data as 
part of land use applications. The number of studies is still quite limited, and 
the trip rates vary widely. One study looked at three cart pods averaging 10 
carts and found an average of 6.0 trips per open food cart during the peak 
hour of adjacent traffic.  

A Traffic Sensitivity Analysis was conducted during the SWEA Plan process, 
which concluded that traffic operations at the Boones Ferry Road/Jean Way 
and Boones Ferry Road/Pilkington Road intersections are expected to operate 
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within capacity in year 2035 based the worst case buildout of recommended 
land uses in the SWEA.  
  
A sensitivity analysis was also done to consider trip generation for food cart 
pods. This assumed a peak hour trip rate of approximately 16.0 (five times 
that of retail), and found that 9,000 sq. ft. of food cart pod uses could be 
developed before resulting in an increase in the volume-to-capacity ratio of 
three percent (0.03) at the study intersections, which is considered by the 
TPR to be a significant effect on the facility.  
 
During the SWEA Plan process the City consulted with ODOT regarding traffic 
management requirements near the I-5 freeway interchange. The IP Zone 
Additional Use Area north of Willow Lane is not within a quarter mile of the I-
5 ramp terminus and is not within an area subject to an adopted interchange 
area management plan. Therefore, the proposal does not have a significant 
effect on I-5.  
 
Development code amendments to implement the TSP have been 
recommended by the Planning Commission for City Council adoption. These 
include requirements for when a TIS is required and what they must address. 
Based on the estimated trip generation rates for food cart pods, an application 
for new cart pod would require a TIS based on the threshold of generating at 
least 25 trips during the roadway peak hour traffic period. The TIS would be 
required for the purpose of ensuring the existing and proposed transportation 
facilities in the vicinity of the proposed development are capable of 
accommodating the amount of traffic expected to be generated by the 
proposed development. A TIS must also make recommendations for 
transportation improvements or other measures necessary to mitigate for any 
deficiencies identified by the TIS and ensure the intersection level of service fall 
within the City’s acceptable range.   

 
B. Applicable Provisions of the City of Lake Oswego Comprehensive Plan 

 
Staff finds that the following Comprehensive Plan Policies are applicable to this 
proposal: 

Land Use Planning Chapter Policies 

Development (Community Development Code) 
 
A-1.  Maintain land use regulations and standards to: *** (g) Promote 

architectural and site design quality. 
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Response: Architectural quality is relevant when an enclosed structure is 
sited in a food cart pod to provide covered seating. Enclosed structures must 
comply with the SW Overlay District standards for Building Design (LOC 
50.05.008.6) which include requirements for ground floor fenestration, 
facade articulation, exterior finish materials, building entrances, pedestrian 
protection, yard setback design, and gateway treatments at some locations.  
Non-enclosed structures must comply with requirements for building 
materials and be complementary to buildings on the site. As a Minor 
Development, a food cart pod is also subject to the general Site Design 
standards in LOC 50.06.004, which addresses Landscaping, Screening and 
Buffering, Fences, and Lighting. The food cart pod use-specific standards 
propose additional site design standards for pedestrian access and 
circulation, waste and recycling, restrooms, and waste and recycling. These 
standards are intended to provide a safe and attractive outdoor food cart 
site.  
 
This criterion is met. 
 

  Design Standards and Guidelines 
 

C-1.  Enact and maintain regulations and standards which require:  
*** 
b. Landscaping;  
c. Buffering and screening between differing land uses; 
d. Measures to foster a safe and interesting transit and pedestrian 
environment 

   
Response: The proposed standards require food cart pods to comply with the 
general Landscaping, Screening and Buffering standards in LOC 50.06.004, 
and apply additional requirements to address this primarily outdoor use. 
Additional standards call for screening around the perimeter of the food cart 
pod, with required landscape and fence design and materials intended to 
create an interesting pedestrian environment. Trees and shrubs are required 
to provide a partial screen to allow for surveillance into the site, and to 
create visual interest from the street and sidewalk with views into the cart 
pod. Maintenance equipment and supplies are also required to be stored out 
of view to support and attractive and uncluttered outdoor space.  
 
These criteria are met.  
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  Land Use Administration 
 

D-1.  Coordinate the development and amendment of City plans and actions related 
to land use with other affected agencies, including county, state, Metro, 
federal agencies and special districts. 

 
Response: Metro and the DLCD were notified of the proposed text 
amendment at least 35 days prior to the first Planning Commission hearing, as 
required by Metro Code and State law. 

 

Community Culture Chapter Policies 
 
1.   Provide citizen involvement opportunities appropriate to the scale of a given 

planning effort, ****. 
 
2.  Ensure that information related to land use planning and decision-making is 

readily accessible to the public and easy to understand. 
 

Response: The proposal to allow food cart pods in the Industrial Park zone 
north of Willow Lane was included in the Southwest Employment Area Plan 
and discussed at public meetings, work sessions and public hearings for the 
adoption of this plan. Citizen involvement for the proposed code 
amendments to permit food cart pods was provided through a public review 
draft of the food cart pod code amendments, which was posted on the City’s 
website prior to the September 20 Planning Commission work session, with 
an invitation to comment. Additional information on the public involvement 
process and distribution of the public review draft is provided on pages 3-4 
of this report. 
 
These criterion are met. 
  

 
Inspiring Spaces and Places Chapter Policies 

 
1b.  Adopt implementation measures and guidelines that ensure:  
  *** 
  b. New development in mixed-use, commercial and employment areas: 

i. Promotes a safe and attractive pedestrian environment, 
ii. Reflects high-quality aesthetics, considering size, scale and bulk, 

color, materials, architectural style and detailing, and landscaping; 
and 

iii. Includes buffering and screening to protect residential uses and 
neighborhoods.  
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9.  Preserve the visual attractiveness of the community by limiting adverse visual 

impacts to the City’s public spaces and streetscape. 

Response: Please see the response to Land Use Planning policies A-1 and  
C-1.  
 
 

Economic Vitality Chapter Policies 
 
Economic Development 

A-2. Fully utilize existing buildings and maximize use of employment land 
through the following: 

 a. Promote redevelopment of underutilized land;* 

 *** 

A-3. Provide flexibility for a diversity of spaces and sites to support the 
opportunity for business incubation and employment growth. 

Response: Allowing food cart pods in the Southwest Employment Area 
provides an opportunity for a new type of redevelopment on underutilized 
land that may not be viable for near-term light industrial or commercial 
development. Allowing uses that serve as amenities to area employees and 
add vitality to the district can add value to the overall Southwest 
Employment Area and support further private investment. Food cart pods 
also provide opportunities for restaurant business incubation, often serving 
as a starting place for larger or brick and mortar operations, and creating 
opportunities for local business growth. 
 
These criteria are met. 
 

A-7.  Locate employment and commercial uses in designated areas at 
appropriate scales and intensities, such as in Employment Centers, Town 
Centers, Neighborhood Villages, and Commercial Corners: 

a. Employment Centers focus primarily on higher-intensity employment 
uses, with supporting retail* and service uses, commercial office, 
residential and cultural uses in select locations. 

Response: Food cart pods are proposed to be permitted in a limited 
area of the Industrial Park zone, which falls within the Southwest 
Employment Area. The proposed geographic area is north of the light 
industrial core of the SWEA, which also allowed an expanded set of 
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retail and service uses. The food cart pod use is classified as ‘food and 
beverage services’ in the Use Table and is intended as a supporting use 
for area employees. 

 
This criterion is met. 

 

B-1.  Provide opportunities for redevelopment and development in 
employment zones while: 

a. Providing required public facilities and services; 

b. Addressing impacts such as noise, traffic, and visual aesthetics, 
on adjacent land uses through site and building design; 

c. Complying with design and aesthetic standards to promote 
compatibility with Lake Oswego’s community character; 

d. Preserving natural resources and providing required open space; 

e. Addressing the adequacy of all transportation modes to, from, and 
within the development site; 

*** 

 h. Promoting the efficient use of land by providing adequate* parking 
for customers and employees, according to national 
transportation standards; 

 i.  Minimizing the impacts of traffic generated on adjoining 
neighborhoods by routing traffic to major collectors; 

*** 

Response: The proposed code amendments require food cart 
pods to be served by public utilities including power, water and 
wastewater. Impacts on adjacent land uses are addresses by 
limiting food cart pods to parcels that are outside of a 100 ft. 
buffer from residential area, but requiring shielding of outdoor 
lights, and screening of waste and recycling, and food cart pod 
supplies. Food cart pods would be subject to existing 
development regulations providing for circulation within the site, 
and new use-specific standards for safe on-site pedestrian access. 
Parking standards are recommended for the provision of off-
street parking commensurate with the estimated customer 
patterns for this new use, which has yet to be addressed with 
national transportation standards. The food cart pod use is 
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limited to areas away from residential zones to help minimize 
neighborhood traffic impacts. 

These criteria are met. 
 

 B-3 Place new and existing utilities underground. 

Response: The proposed use-specific standards require that all utilities be 
placed underground pursuant to LOC 50.06.008. This criterion is met.  

Connected Community Chapter Policy 
 
Livability 
F-6 Maintain parking regulations that require off-street employee and 

customer parking and loading facilities to be provided on-site and 
commensurate with the size and relative needs of each new 
development. 

 
Response: The proposed food cart pod code amendments require that off-street 
parking be provided. A new parking ratio is proposed to reflect the unique needs 
of this use, which typically include a significant amount of takeout dining. The 
proposed parking ratio falls in between the level of parking required for 
‘Specialty Food Store’ uses such as coffee and bagel shops that are primarily 
takeout, and ‘Eating and Drinking Establishment’ uses that are primarily sit down 
restaurants. The methodology for determining the gross floor area (G.F.A.) for 
parking also addresses the unique layout for cart pods, accounting for parking 
associated with all covered seating areas along with the carts themselves. See 
additional discussion of parking requirements on page 9 of this report. 

This criterion is met.  

B. Metro Urban Growth Management Functional Plan 
 

Title 4: Protection of Employment Areas, Metro Code Section 3.07.440 

The IP zone in the SWEA is identified as Employment Land on Metro’s Title 4 map. 
Employment Land is defined as areas of mixed employment that include various 
types of manufacturing, distribution and warehousing uses, commercial and retail 
development, as well as some residential development. Retail uses should 
primarily serve the needs of the people working or living in the immediate 
employment area, which is defined in the Metro Title through a square footage 
limitation, and implements through use restrictions in Lake Oswego’s code. 
 
The Metro Functional Plan does not define retail to include restaurants:  
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"Retail" means activities which include the sale, lease or rent of new or used 
products to the general public or the provision of product repair or services for 
consumer and business goods. 
 
Food cart pods are intended to serve an employment area amenity, making the 
SWEA an attractive place for employees to work and firms to do business. 

C.  Lake Oswego Community Development Code Procedural Requirements  

LOC 50.07.003.3.c.   Published Notice for Legislative Hearing 
LOC 50.07.003.16a   Legislative Decisions Defined 
LOC 50.07.003.16b   Criteria for Legislative Decision 
LOC 50.07.003.16c   Required Notice to DLCD 
LOC 50.07.003.16.d.iii  Planning Commission Recommendation Required 
LOC 50.07.003.16.e   City Council Review and Decision 

Findings: 
The Community Development Code 50.07.003.16.a defines “legislative decisions” to 
include amendments to the CDC and to Comprehensive Plan policies. Public 
hearings by the Planning Commission for recommendations to the City Council for 
“legislative decisions” are required to have at least 10 days prior published notice, 
per LOC 50.07.003.16.d.iii and 50.07.003.3.c. Notice is defined as being published in 
a newspaper of general circulation in the City of Lake Oswego at least ten days in 
advance of the hearing, and mailed at least ten days in advance to the Commission 
for Citizen Involvement and to all recognized neighborhood associations. The notice 
shall include:  

i. The time, date, and place of the public hearing;  
ii. A brief description of the proposed legislative amendment; and  

iii. A phone number for obtaining additional information.  

Notice of the public hearing was posted at City Hall, the Adult Community Center, 
the Library, and Palisades building on October 14, 2016. The hearing notice was 
published in the Lake Oswego Review newspaper on October 13, 2016. Legislative 
notice was mailed per LOC requirements on October 4, 2016.  

The criteria for a legislative decision are addressed in Sections A and B, above. The 
City notified DLCD and Metro of the proposed action 35 days before the initial 
evidentiary hearings.  

Conclusion: 
The CDC procedural requirements for the proposed amendments, including public 
notice requirements for the public hearing, are met per the applicable CDC criteria.  
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VI. CONCLUSION / RECOMMENDATION 
 

The proposed amendments are in compliance with applicable City Comprehensive Plan 
policies, state laws, and statewide planning goals. The amendments respond to public input 
and incorporate changes requested by the Planning Commission during its public work 
sessions on the proposal. 

 
Based on the information presented in this report, staff recommends that the Commission 
recommend adoption of Ordinance 2720 (including all attachments) to the City Council.  

 
EXHIBITS 
 
This staff report and all exhibits referenced below are part of the record and can be found by 
visiting the land use webpage for case file LU 16-0027. A link is provided at the end of this report. 
 
A. Draft Ordinances 

 
A-1 Draft Ordinance 2720, dated 10/13/16 

Attachment A – Reserved for City Council Findings (not included) 
Attachment B – Proposed Draft Code Amendments, 10/13/16 

 
B. Findings, Conclusion and Order (no current exhibits) 
 
C. Minutes (no current exhibits)  
 
D. Staff Reports (no current exhibits) 
 
E. Graphics/Plans (no current exhibits) 
 
F. Written Materials 
 
G. Letters (no current exhibits) 
 
 
BACKGROUND MATERIAL AND REFERENCES 
 
Staff reports and public meeting materials that were prepared for these code amendments can be 
found by visiting the project web page for LU 16-0027. 
 
Use the link below to visit the City’s “Project” page. In the “Search” box enter LU 16-0027 then 
press “Submit”: 

http://www.ci.oswego.or.us/projects 

http://www.ci.oswego.or.us/projects
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